CROSSWORD
No 17,097 Set by JASON

ACROSS
1 Crazy frosts do this in the garden (8)
6 Kid with game is unkempt (6)
9 Put back round stone furthest from the middle (6)
10 Exotic delicacy hits fruit (8)
11 With a favoured old cart (4)
12 Reading maybe developing it in survey (10)
14 Pint done? Happily this prefigures completion (3,5)
16 Drum rolls over so gaze lasciviously (4)
18 God who's angry when rejected (4)
19 Treat ma incongruously with old liqueur (8)
21 Tent wherein a celebrant dances (10)
22 Drop dosh, run away (4)
24 Possibly it is a rum dessert (8)
26 Excitement up to the time of entering personnel dept (6)
27 Refuse society girl advance without end (6)
28 Coaches beginning to take a case (3,5)

DOWN
2 Girl carrying a supplement for Indians? (5)
3 College transformed adept aunt's means for moving stuff easily (3,3,5)
4 Gather up, one would, after exercises, that's perfectly clear (8)
5 Allow for Nick, hot on current list (4,4,7)
6 Green salad to shoot up quickly (6)
7 Some causing a stink chunter boringly (3)
8 Flat is suitable to house those who paint, I guess (9)
13 Flog trophy first – it may be found in the garden (6,5)
15 Telling a story is inherent in a senior churchman? No, the reverse (9)
17 Real spat raging in gym (8)
20 Newly represented Genesis dishing out English rock (6)
23 A sailor turned over a collection of charts (5)
25 Fellow leaving pleasing impression (3)
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